
Name:____________________________________________ #:_______  Thur Night Hwk 
Study Guide for Test #2 on Module 3 Lessons 1-18 -Part #3 

(Remember, this test will be given on next Wednesday, March 10th) 
 
Circle the Correct Bolded Terms:  Circle the correct bolded term to make each sentence true. 
 

Lesson 17 
1. When we planted the same corn crops for three growing seasons in the row, the plants 

and soil ended up becoming ( nutrient sufficient    nutrient deficient ). 
2. When we modeled crop rotation by planting a new crop during each growing season, 

the rice, wheat, and corn plants and soil ended up becoming ( nutrient sufficient 
nutrient deficient ). 
 

Lesson 15 
3. The ( flat sharp ) hooves of the ( buffalo  cattle )  helped the soil absorb water and 

stay wet. 

4. The ( leaves   roots ) of the prairie grasses ( held  loosened ) the soil in place. 

5. The grasshoppers ate and damaged the crops with ( tough    shallow ) roots.  

6. Drought is a (natural process   human activity ) that disrupted the (geosphere 
biosphere   hydrosphere    atmosphere ). 

7. Removal of the prairie grass and buffalo were (natural processes  human activities ) 
that disrupted the (geosphere   biosphere   hydrosphere    atmosphere ). 

8. Wind is a (natural process   human activity ) that disrupted the (geosphere 
biosphere   hydrosphere    atmosphere ). 
 

Lesson 12 
9. ( Weathering erosion  deposition )  moves sediment by carrying away bits of 

rocks. 
10.      ( Weathering erosion  deposition )  creates sediment by breaking 

down rocks. 

11. ( Weathering erosion  deposition )  builds up sediment in a new place over 
time. 
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Study Guide for Test #2 on Module 3 Lessons 1-18 -Part #3 

(Remember, this test will be given on next Wednesday, March 10th) 
 
Circle the Correct Bolded Terms:  Circle the correct bolded term to make each sentence true. 
 
Lesson 10 

12. Of the four surface materials, gravel had the ( largest  smallest ) particles and let 

the  ( most  least ) water pass through. 

13. Of the four surface materials, clay had the ( largest    smallest ) particles and let 

the ( most  least ) water pass through. 

 
Lesson 9 

14. Due to the rain shadow, the ( leeward windward ) side of the mountain had dry 

and desert climate and received ( more  less ) precipitation.  

15. Due to the rain shadow, the ( leeward windward ) side of the mountain had a 
cold climate and received ( more  less ) precipitation.  

 
Lesson 8 

16. Clouds form when ( liquid water   water vapor ) cools in the ( atmosphere 
hydrosphere ). 

17. The sun causes liquid water to ( evaporate   condense) and that can lead to cloud 

formation. 

18. The ( higher   lower ) the altitude, the ( colder  hotter ) the temperature and the ( 
more  less ) likely clouds are to form. 

 
Lesson 7 

19. ( Evaporation    condensation  precipitation )  happens when water vapor (gas) 

cools and changes back into a liquid. 

20. ( Evaporation    condensation  precipitation )  happens when liquid water is 

heated and changes into water vapor (gas). 

21. ( Evaporation     condensation  precipitation )  happens when water falls back 

to Earth in the form of rain, sleet, snow, etc. 
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